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DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT AND HALVE YOUR
PREPARATION TIME Most people are too busy preparing
presentations to be able to give great presentations. The
Smart Presenter™ shows you how to stop tinkering and start
connecting with your audience. Specifically, you'll learn : •
How to create better presentations in half the time by
applying the "Fast Prototyping" 5-step POINT program. •
Why, when it comes to the structure or organization of your
presentation, one size does not fit all, and how to choose the
best structure for your particular presentation. • Nine
advanced formulas for beyond bullets to communicate your
information in a much more compelling way. • How to create
openings and closings that grab your audience's attention
and leave a lasting impression. • How to create visually
compelling designs, even if you're not a graphic designer,
without slaving over your presentation for days on end. • A
simple — yet highly effective — technique for quickly identifying
your presentation objectives.
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these
books are created from careful scans of the original. This
allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in
the way the author intended. Since the original versions are
generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain
imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to
make these classics available again for future generations to
enjoy!
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
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Therefore, you will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This
book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were
either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the
scanning process. We believe this work is culturally
important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to
bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to
the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate
your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation
process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
Preaching simply does not happen apart from the Holy Spirit.
In fact, preaching is the Spirit's ministry! Spirit-Led Preaching
helps readers understand preaching from the Spirit's point of
view and teaches about the Spirit's role in both the
preparation and delivery process, showing what it means to
be truly empowered by the Spirit when you preach. It also
explains the crucial connection between Word and Spirit as
they depend on each other to bring about spiritual
transformation in the lives of the congregation. This revised
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edition includes a new chapter on the congregation’s role in
relationship to the Spirit and preaching—a subject not often
mentioned in books on preaching. Spirit-led Preaching is a
book written by a pastor to pastors and students of preaching
and is filled with personal examples from the author’s own
preaching ministry. It has encouraged both novice students of
preaching as well as seasoned pulpit veterans for over a
decade. In 2007, Spirit-Led Preaching won first place for the
Pastor’s Soul category from Christianity Today magazine.
The call to preach is just that- a call to preach. The call to
preach, however, is more than just preaching. The call to
preach is a call to prepare. Too many pastors have refrained
from preparation while they await the Holy Spirit to do all of
the work. God expects preachers to prepare sermons as
much as possible and allow Him to prepare the preachers.
Join Dr. Jerry Vines and Dr. Jim Shaddix as they achieve a
balanced approach to teaching sermon preparation in Power
in the Pulpit. This book combines the essential perspectives
of a pastor of forty years with another pastor who also
devotes daily time to training pastors in the context of
theological education. Thus, Power in the Pulpit is a practical
preaching help from a pastoral perspective in the tradition
where expository preaching is a paramount and frequent
event in the life of the local church. Power in the Pulpit is the
combined work of Dr. Vines's two earlier publications on
preaching: A Practical Guide to Sermon Preparation (Moody
Press, 1985) and A Guide to Effective Sermon Delivery
(Moody Press, 1986). Dr. Shaddix carefully organizes and
supplements the material to offer this useful resource which
closes the gap between classroom theory and what a pastor
experiences in his weekly sermon preparation.
Fully revised edition of the classic guide to the art of
homiletics incorporates recent helpful developments in the
field.
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The call to spread and share the gospel of Jesus Christ is a
mandate that is upon every single believer who is in Christ
Jesus. The only difference among believers is the scope in
which this is done. While some are called to share the gospel
with individuals others are called to share the same in big
meetings such as crusades and conferences. This material is
specifically written to help those who called to share the
gospel in a congregational set-up so that they may know how
to receive the message from the Lord, how to prepare the
sermon, how to pray for the meeting and how to present the
message. This material will help you experience divine ease
when preparing and presenting the gospel.
"The great appointed means of spreading the good tidings of
salvation through Christ is preaching — words spoken whether
to the individual, or to the assembly," writes Broadus. "And
this, nothing can supersede. Printing has become a mighty
agency for good and for evil; and Christians should employ it,
with the utmost diligence and in every possible way, for the
spread of truth. But printing can never take the place of the
living word. When a man who is apt in teaching, whose soul is
on fire with the truth which he trusts has saved him and
hopes will save others, speaks to his fellow-men, face to face,
eye to eye, and electric sympathies flash to and fro between
him and his hearers, till they lift each other up, higher and
higher, into the intensest thought, and the most impassioned
emotion — higher and yet higher, till they are borne as on
chariots of fire above the world, — there is a power to move
men, to influence character, life, destiny, such as no printed
page can ever possess. " This classic on expository
preaching is organized as follows: Introduction Part I.
Materials of Preaching I. The Text — Selection II. The
Text—Interpretation III. Subjects — Classified IV. Sermons for
Particular Occasions and Classes V. General Materials of
Preaching VI. Special Materials — Explanation VII. Special
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Materials — Argument VIII. Special Materials — Illustration IX.
Special Materials — Application Part II. Arrangement of a
Sermon I. Importance of Arrangement II. The Several Parts of
a Sermon III. Different Species of Sermons Part III. Style I.
General Observations on Style II. Qualities of Style —
Perspicuity III. Energy of Style IV. Elegance of Style V.
Imagination in Preaching Part IV. Delivery of Sermons I. The
Three Methods of Preparation and Delivery II. On Delivery, as
Regards Voice III. On Delivery, as Regards Action Part V.
Conduct of Public Worship
For those in local church ministry, it is often a pressing matter
to find the time to take care of their own souls. More often
than not, pastors tend to prioritize sermon preparation and
delivery as their primary tasks, when actually their first task
should be their own spiritual health. It is for this purpose that
this book is written--to encourage pastors to soul care before
sermon preparation. If pastors will prepare their own hearts,
the sermon will fall in line and permeate the hearts of the
listeners.
Preaching, man and method : an intensive study of the
preparation and delivery of sermons by Stafford North (1971).
Excerpt from A Treatise on the Preparation and Delivery of
Sermons Special pains have been taken, at the proper points
of the treatise, to give practical suggestions for ex
temporaneous speaking. Most works confine their instruction
as regards the preparation of sermons to the case of writing
out in full; and many treat of delivery, as if it were in all cases
to be reading or recitation. The effort has here been to keep
the different methods in view, and to mention, in con nection
with matters applicable to all alike, such as apply to one or
another method in particular. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
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uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing
page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however,
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
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